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Available CPD Material (3)

Podcast series: Alpine Construction, Biophilic Design In The Built Environment, The Circular Economy

The online learning provider Teulo offers several interesting thought leadership podcasts, with eminent
experts and speakers, assessed as part of the RIBA CPD Providers Network.

Teulo Pods gives the microphone to architects, designers and construction industry professionals from
across the globe, allowing them to delve into the intricacies of architecture, design and construction and
share their distinctive approaches, technological innovations, and real-world case studies. Through
engaging discussions, Teulo Pods encapsulates the essence of ongoing professional development by
offering a diverse range of perspectives that transcend traditional boundaries and offering insights that
span from cutting-edge technologies to time-tested methodologies to empower professionals to excel in
their respective fields, drive innovation and excellence in architecture and construction.

These are meant for general CPD learning. Alpine Construction, Biophilic Design In The Built
Environment, The Circular Economy.

While they are great for UK and other users, please note that they do not touch on UK statutory,
regulatory or policy issues.

Find these and more at https://teulo.co

Material type: Podcast

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology
Sustainable architecture

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Teulo Talks: Detailed Knowledge

These online events invite thought-leaders and gamechangers to share their new approaches and
cutting-edge innovations with a targeted global audience of architects and designers.

These sessions of a half day or a full day's duration enable architects, designers and building
professionals to keep up to date. This is where the industry meets, connects and gets inspired by behind-
the-scenes insights into the the work of industry experts, worldwide.

These events count as detailed knowledge if taken in one part only; they count as deep knowledge if the
full day is taken.

Material type: Online Learning

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: Detailed Knowledge

 
Teulo Talks: Deep Knowledge

These online events invite thought-leaders and gamechangers to share their new approaches and
cutting-edge innovations with a targeted global audience of architects and designers.

These sessions of a half day or a full day's duration enable architects, designers and building
professionals to keep up to date. This is where the industry meets, connects and gets inspired by behind-
the-scenes insights into the the work of industry experts, worldwide.

These events count as detailed knowledge if taken in one part only; they count as deep knowledge if the
full day is taken.

Material type: Online Learning

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: Deep Knowledge
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

Other
UNKNOWN > Advisory organisations

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: General Awareness

Sustainable architecture
Knowledge level: General Awareness
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